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You might call it the college student’s first lesson in exploitation: paying $100 for a textbook, then getting a
mere $12 when reselling to the campus bookstore at the end of the semester.

College textbook prices rose about 6 percent, on average, every year — that’s twice the rate of inflation —
from 1986 to 2004.  And there’s nothing more infuriating than paying the sticker price on textbooks (well, with
the exception of tuition itself), when many other books are available at a discount. The cost of buying the
textbooks can easily add up to $1,000 a year or more.

Thankfully, federal rules that went into effect in July may help ease the pain. Publishers can no longer bundle
their textbooks with accompanying materials like workbooks without offering the items separately, and they
must reveal their prices to professors when making a sales pitch. Colleges, meanwhile, are now required to
provide students with a list of assigned textbooks during course registration, which allows for more time for
shopping before classes begin.

That’s especially important now because there are an increasing number of ways to save on books if you buy or
rent them online. This Times article from last year provides a lot of helpful information. But we also spoke with
Nicole Allen, textbook advocate at the Student Public Interest Research Groups, for some more tips:

Free Books Google Books has scanned a lot of texts into its database, though you may not find everything you
need — or, you may only have access to every 10th page, Ms. Allen said. Meanwhile, Project Gutenberg has
taken out-of-copyright books in the public domain and scanned them into its library. “If you’re studying Jane
Austen, you are not going to have an easy time following along with page numbers, but you can definitely get
access to the text without paying for it,” she added.

Want to download a copy to your computer, Kindle or iPhone? Head to ManyBooks.net.

The use of so-called open source textbooks, offered by companies like FlatWorld Knowledge, is also on the rise.
“Students who are assigned open source textbooks can usually download a copy for free, or they can buy a
printed and bound version for $20 to $40,” Ms. Allen said. (Suggest it to your future professors.)

ETextbooks Are you the type of student who is completely at ease reading on your computer or iPad and won’t
be tempted to print anything out? Then consider using eTextbooks, which are digital versions of textbooks that
usually sell for about half the full retail price.

CourseSmart.com, for instance, is a consortium of major textbook publishers that provides eTextbooks that
allow students to highlight and take notes electronically. Printing, however, is limited to just 10 pages at a time.
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“We are finding that 75 percent of students still prefer print to digital,” Ms. Allen added.

Renting…

On Campus Some universities have started programs that allow students to rent their textbooks. Rent-A-Text,
for instance, has teamed with 800 college bookstores. It says renting books for the semester costs about half the
purchase price, while online purchases can be picked up in your college bookstore. (Note to highlighting
fanatics: you won’t be penalized, as long as your markings are not “excessive.”)

Online But you’ll also want to find out how those prices compare with renting online. Chegg.com has a
reputation for being the Netflix of book rental companies — its used books are known for arriving in a bright
orange box, and, more important, in good condition. Shipping starts at $3.99, and return shipping is free.

There are a number of other online companies that rent books, including BookRenter.com and
CampusBookRentals.com, which provide free shipping both ways. ECampus.com, meanwhile, rents, sells and
buys back textbooks. Our colleague’s article also suggests Textbookrentals.com and Collegebookrenter.com.

Buying Online…

Campusbooks.com and Bigwords.com are similar to, say, Kayak.com or Expedia.com — they are search
engines that scour sites for the best prices on buying new or used books.  Campusbooks is simple to use, and the
results are easy to compare. For instance, a recent query (search using the ISBN number) for a sociology
textbook generated results that listed the lowest prices in each category: used, new, rentals, e-books, and
international editions (those versions can be cheaper).

New and used books can be found all over the Web, including on Half.com, part of eBay, and Amazon.com.
 “Your best bet there is to just go to a search engine,” Ms. Allen said. Just keep in mind that buying used books
online can be risky because you don’t know the true condition.

Don’t forget to check for coupon codes. PromotionalCodes.com, CouponWinner.com, and PromoCodes.com,
for instance, offer an entire category of discount codes for textbooks and eBooks, for various book providers
and renters.

Cutting Out the Middle Man …

Some students have listed the books they have available on Facebook, Ms. Allen said, or even Craigslist. The
Student PIRGs also has its own book swapping Web site, which allows students to look up their university and
post the books they have available, or look for the ones they need.

Selling Your Books …

You usually won’t get the best deal from your campus bookstore. But if the store knows it will need the same
book the following semester, it could pay as much as 40 or 50 percent of the retail price, Ms. Allen said.

Most of the large used booksellers will also buy them back. Campusbooks.com doesn’t purchase used books, but
it has a neat search engine that lists who’s buying and how much they’re willing to pay.

And if you’re feeling charitable, you can donate or sell your books to BetterWorldBooks.com, which raises
money for literacy initiatives.

Where have you found the best deals on college textbooks? Do you think it’s better to buy or rent? Please share
your tips in the comment section.
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Previous post Products of the Pros: Credit Cards
Next post Wednesday Reading: The Vehicles Thieves Prefer

Update: An earlier version of this post said that publishers can no longer bundle their textbooks with
accompanying materials like workbooks. Publishers can no longer bundle textbooks without offering the items
separately.
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Michael A
Evanston, IL
August 3rd, 2010
3:50 pm
You are forgetting about book trading websites such as Paperbackswap.com which offers a large variety of all
types of books. Newer released books might be harder to find, however their inventory is pretty hard to match
and definitely worth a look.
Recommend Recommended by 14 Readers
2.
Kevin McClure
San Francisco
August 3rd, 2010
4:22 pm
I am very happy that there are now some alternatives to just buying from the college bookstore. My son is at San
Jose State and his books last year cost over $1000. That was a big hit to our bank account. I'm going to send him
this article and suggest strongly that he follow its advice.
Recommend Recommended by 8 Readers
3.
Casandra
San Diego
August 4th, 2010
10:12 am
paying for school all on your own it pretty tuff and on top of that books.... there sooooo expensive! but now that
there are places where you can buy used books for about half the price is great.
Recommend Recommended by 5 Readers
4.
Caitlin
Allentown, NJ
August 4th, 2010
10:12 am
Do not rent books! You can BUY them cheaper used from Amazon or Barnes and Noble (at least in the social
sciences and humanities). Buying used has been the cheapest method I've found. I have bought about 15 books
so far for this fall and not one of them cost the $20 chegg charges you to rent.
Recommend Recommended by 32 Readers
5.
R. Wright
Rke, VA
August 4th, 2010
10:21 am
College libraries often carry copies of the current year's textbooks, which students can checkout for the
semester. As soon as I had my syllabus and class was over, I would run to the library, before my next class.
Also, the local libraries will likely have copies of English literature books,etc. for checkout available.
Recommend Recommended by 20 Readers
6.
Drew
New York, NY
August 4th, 2010
10:21 am
Again, I'm not sure why the NY Times forgets about it's own article written in 2003 which described how you
can save half the price of a new book by simply getting the International Edition of the textbook. They often
have a different ISBN, and even a different cover, just make sure to get the same title, same author and same
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edition. Just the other day, on one particular Economics book I found it at Amazon.com for $147 new, and a
new version of the same book in the 'international edition' was less than $60 on Amazon.co.uk. There is nothing
illegal about buying, selling or re-selling these books, but there are scary warning labels usually on the books 'not
for use in North America'. For more information, read this article from 2003:

http://www.nytimes.com...
Recommend Recommended by 77 Readers
7.
KV
Tallahassee, FL
August 4th, 2010
10:22 am
Buy it from India. Textbooks that cost $140 here are available for $3 to $5 there. So even if you factor in
shipping which might cost $25 to $30 the savings are tremendous. Good bookstores in Bombay include Union
Book Stall and Strand Bookstore. Especially good for STEM courses. Google to find out if they will ship
overseas because the Indian editions typically say not for sale outside South Asia. Of course it will be easier if
you know someone who is traveling to India and is willing to buy and schlep the book for you.
Recommend Recommended by 51 Readers
8.
Jim Graham
Phoenix, AZ
August 4th, 2010
10:23 am
Eight years ago, I bought gray market texts through the Amazon merchants. My paperback (not hardcover)
English-language textbook had been modified by the seller so that the disclaimer "for use only in Bngladesh" (or
words to that effect) were not easily read. Unless you looked at the cover at an angle to the light. Or carried it
for a semester and the indelible pen rubbed off.
Improper? Yeah, probably. Illeagal? If yes, it is an indefensible law protecting an indefensible industry of
extortion that sells the same content for $20 in one place, and for $220 in the college bookstore.
Textbook prices are the result of monopolies, kickbacks, extortion, and waste. Comparable to either organized
crime, or the healthcare system.
Recommend Recommended by 84 Readers
9.
jerod202
WV
August 4th, 2010
10:25 am
There are tons of websites that offer college textbooks for sale, rent, and even buy them back. I am a college
student myself and there is nothing worse than having to buy your books from the campus bookstore. There has
been a couple of times that i had to buy the book i needed from the campus bookstore. I like to use the website
www.collegebooksnow.com to find the textbooks I need. I usually find the books I need in their bookstore, but
whatever you do search online for your college textbooks the campus bookstore is such a rip off in my opinion.
Check out collegebooksnow.com you may just find the textbooks you need too.
Recommend Recommended by 5 Readers
10.
Kaleo
Kaneohe, HI
August 4th, 2010
10:25 am
The first place to search for a book, textbook or not, is bookfinder.com. It is a meta-search engine that finds the
best price on any book.
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Recommend Recommended by 19 Readers
11.
Nishant
Mumbai
August 4th, 2010
10:25 am
The international edition can often be cheaper as are paperback versions of text books. Some coursebooks for
individual courses can cost $600-$700 if you buy all of the books on the syllabus. Professors tend to be pretty
conscious of these issues, so a discussion with a TA or professor on which books you really need can save you
quite a bit of money. New editions for math and science courses are oftentimes simple reordering of problems
from a previous edition. Professors often recycle syllabi and have listings of the problems from previous
editions. Again a quick conversation can save you quite a bit.
Recommend Recommended by 14 Readers
12.
Peter
Cincinnati, OH
August 4th, 2010
10:43 am
Amazon was usually the place to go when buying my textbooks, but be careful. Shipping time can be hit or miss
(a HUGE set back if purchased the week before class) and the same applies to quality. A good way to protect
yourself is to purchase from someone/company with a great user rating. I have just recently heard of renting and
plan on using this method this fall. Some classmates swear by international textbooks. The books are all
paperback, have thinner, lower quality paper, and are printed without color. This makes it a lot cheaper and is
the exact same edition as that of the bookstore. Again, leave yourself time between order date and class date.
Many of these books come literally from the otherside of the globe.
Recommend Recommended by 9 Readers
13.
Goon
NJ
August 4th, 2010
10:56 am

The below information is based on personal experience.
I am trying to enroll in a course for only 3 credits but the cost of the damn book is almost 50% the cost of tuition
! This is outrageous.
What sucks is that there is never any information on why the 8th edition of a book published in 2008 is not
workable in a course in 2009 (because the publisher chose to publish a new edition without any changes and call
it 9th edition in 2009).
Recommend Recommended by 43 Readers
14.
Lorrae
Olympia, WA
August 4th, 2010
1:24 pm
College textbooks are a total racket. You can walk into any bookstore and buy a huge tome on, say, Abraham
Lincoln, for about $40. But it it's a 'college' textbook for a history course, it will cost $120.

People are being hurt by this racket, especially in these times, and it's REALLY starting to make me angry that
college administrators and professors are essentially complicit in this con. They either join in the con or they
look the other way, as if the cost of textbooks has nothing to do with them.
Recommend Recommended by 51 Readers
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15.
Karen Lippe
California
August 4th, 2010
1:58 pm
The face of a textbook is changing for the better. Check out DynamicBooks. (Textbooks That Professors Can
Rewrite Digitally
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/02/22/business/media/22textbook.html?ref=business) These online interactive
textbooks cost a lot less and are more relevant for students because their instructor edits them to for the class.
Instructor get their perfect textbook and students can access the book on their terms (online, downloaded to
their computer, via their iPhone or iPad) and print page by page, up to 10 pages at a time. Students can keep
their downloaded textbook forever. This will be the wave of the future. The first books hit the web this Fall.
Karen Lippe for DynamicBooks
Recommend Recommended by 12 Readers
16.
Charlie
Binghamton, NY
August 4th, 2010
3:30 pm
I highly recommend that my students purchase books from independent sellers. Avoid Amazon.com and Barnes
and Noble like the plague. Find your local independent bookstore where the employees will learn your name and
your likes and dislikes. I have had many meaningful experiences at my own local store. Afterward, do not return
your books! This is a ripoff. Instead, keep your books and display them prominently on a shelf. It is always cool
and a little bit sexy to keep your books. If you really don't have any use for them, donate them to a local charity
or library.
Recommend Recommended by 23 Readers
17.
emre
Boston
August 4th, 2010
5:03 pm
I don't understand people attacking companies for pricing international copies cheaper. Would you rather they
charged a flat rate so the poor could not afford the books at all? This would simply drive the price up even more.
Recommend Recommended by 12 Readers
18.
BG
NY, NY
August 4th, 2010
5:25 pm
Why does everyone always assume that the cost of a book is a ripoff? Publishers need to pay royalties. They
employ staffs of editors, project managers, copyeditors, photo researchers, text permissions editors, indexers,
etc. (Look at the copyright page to see how many people are named, and many many more are not named.)
Permissions for photos and text are sky high (the cost of a short excerpt from a magazine can be hundreds or
thousands of dollars). Publishers also have to supply vast quantities of "free" supplements to instructors (they
may be free but they are certainly not without cost). The cost of paper is also skyrocketing (how much did you
pay for a box of tissues recently?). The textbooks being offered are exactly a response to the requirements of
adopters. (No one publishes a book that professors do not want.) And all the schemes to avoid paying the
publisher's price just lead to higher textbook prices because publishers have a shorter and shorter window in
which to recoup their costs. This is a case of being careful about what you pray for because when your prayer is
answered, there my be no textbooks at all. (Today's Times tells us Barnes & Noble is for sale.)
Recommend Recommended by 58 Readers
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19.
amy3e
metro ny
August 4th, 2010
11:13 pm
I just read an article written by a Mom of college kids and she had some great tips for saving money on the
textbooks.. she lists about 8 different options to buying the books brand new:
http://www.celebrationideasonline.com think the key is getting the kids to start looking for the books they need
early on.. if they wait til the day before classes start.. they will end up at the bookstore for sure
Recommend Recommended by 4 Readers
20.
Max
New york, NY
August 4th, 2010
11:15 pm
There is a detailed review and comparison of websites that sell or rent textbooks on http://www.cheapism.com
/cheap-textbooks. According to that comparison Chegg.com is highly recommended due to extremely helpful
customer support.
Recommend Recommended by 5 Readers
21.
zhaojie
xi'an
August 4th, 2010
11:15 pm
You can also check out www.DealOz.com , DealOz compares 200 bookstore prices and free discount coupons
too. Their coupons are valid and have saved
over $500 on my textbooks.

Recommend Recommended by 1 Readers
22.
kittykatpu
Chicago, Il
August 4th, 2010
11:15 pm
I love to use dealoz.com which is another meta deal finder. Plug in the name or author or ISBN number and you
get a listing of every copy for sale on line, plus the shipping costs plus coupon options. This made my school life
much less expensive.
Recommend Recommended by 1 Readers
23.
David in NYC
New York, NY
August 4th, 2010
11:15 pm
Publishers who sell textbooks overseas for less than they charge domestically are doing much the same thing as
hotels that allow online travel sites to offer their rooms at steep discounts. If the hotels offered all of their rooms
at steep discounts, they would not make enough money to stay in business. What they are doing through the
travel web sites is getting at least *some* revenue for rooms that would otherwise not be rented at all.
Complaining that publishers sell textbooks overseas for less than they sell them domestically is as rational as
insisting that hotels should rent all their rooms for the same discount prices you can sometimes find on a travel
web site.
Recommend Recommended by 5 Readers
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24.
Paul
Minneapolis, MN
August 4th, 2010
11:16 pm
In my first year of college (at the University of Minnesota), I bought most of my books from the college
bookstore to be sure I had the right editions because they refused to provide the ISBNs on the textbook list.
Something changed, and starting last year they also provided the ISBNs. I've managed to cut my costs
significantly by buying new or used on Amazon and selling books at the end of the semester as an Amazon
seller.

Another thing to watch is buyback pricing. I see a lot of advertising from the college bookstore and other
independent stores in the area about buying textbooks, and have noticed that there's always a big markup
between buyback pricing and used book prices. It's worthwhile to shop around (especially online) to make sure
you get a good price when selling books, too.
Recommend Recommended by 7 Readers
25.
APP
VA
August 5th, 2010
9:03 am
Publishers are VERY aggressive about prosecuting sellers of international books in the US precisely to protect
their insane and outdated cash cow model- students and parents. Professors need to take responsibility for their
choice of books and students can evaluate a school for its management of these costs. There is no need for
fancy paper or color diagrams in most of the texts- PUBLISHERS need to respond to reduce student costs by
MAKING LESS EXPENSIVE BOOKS AVAILABLE TO THE US
Recommend Recommended by 19 Readers
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Kids and Money

Money Questions From Kids

Children often ask tough questions about money. In a series of posts this month the Bucks blog will
discuss them one by one. We invite you to answer a few yourself or suggest new ones that your children have
asked.

Nominate your child's toughest money questions.
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